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Senior Android Engineer

Remote Poland, PolandOLX – Engineering /Full-time /Remote WELCOME TO OLX At OLX,

we work together to build a more sustainable world through trade  .We make it safe,

smart, and convenient to buy and sell cars, find housing, get jobs, buy and sell household

goods, and more. Our colleagues around the world help to serve millions of people around

the world every month, through its well-loved consumer brands including OLX, Otomoto,

Property24. Join OLX and see how far you can go .We are looking for Android Engineers to

join the Detail View development pack. You'll collaborate with Frontend, Backend and

Mobile (iOS, Android) engineers, Product managers, Product designers and Data

analysts to improve Buyers experience in using OLX across many european markets i.e.

Poland, Romania, Portugal, Ukraine. The team consists of 9 engineers (backend, web and

mobile), a product manager, a designer, an engineering manager and a data analyst. We

are responsible for developing products for buyers, ensuring the quality and health of related

services, and supporting our customers. Our primary scope is a view of Ad at OLX platform

across all markets.

Your daily work:

Develop and maintain a mobile application, ensuring a smooth user experience and

incorporating innovative features,

Develop modular and scalable solutions that enable other teams to deliver excellent work,

Create modular and scalable code that allows easy integration with other systems and
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seamless collaboration with other teams,

Enhance the application's performance, usability, and security,

Stay up-to-date with and learn about new technologies and best practices,

Collaborate with a diverse team to solve technical challenges,

Provide training, help, and support to other team members,

Participation in conferences, communities, and educational programs.

About you:

5+ years of experience building Android apps with Kotlin

Experience with RESTful APIs, and integrating them into applications,

Experience with software design, object orientation, architectural & delivery patterns,

You are comfortable with refactoring skills and techniques,

An understanding of the mobile ecosystem, the full mobile development life-cycle, common

libraries and languages,

Familiar with large-scale mobile applications,

Experience in testing automation (unit testing, end-to-end testing),

Experienced or excited about cross-platform development in general,

Familiarity with CI/CD processes in the mobile application.

Why join OLX?  At OLX, we invest in ourselves and each other to reach our full potential.

We avoid bureaucracy and empower our teams to innovate; with opportunities, training, and

leadership behaviors a key focus for all. Our commitment to inclusion ensures we

listen to a diverse range of voices when making decisions. And, we combine the spirit and

agility of a startup with our global scale and the backing of Prosus, one of the largest

consumer internet groups in the world.
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